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Innovation
Today
for Tomorrow
This issue of Pennecon Talk shines a

On May 24, 2018 the last tower

At Pennecon, we are all part of one

light on innovation. When faced with

was raised on Amherst Island. This

team and successes both large

the most complex jobs and challenging

milestone marked a success not only

and small should be felt by us all.

environments, we at Pennecon

for the client but for the people who

By learning from these successes

thrive. Project challenges come in

worked on Amherst. Just like the

and building on them, we set the

different forms, be it difficult weather

tower itself– our workers reached

groundwork for an amazing future.

conditions, tight deadlines, red tape

new heights of quality service and

or unforeseen circumstances. We all

relentless determination while still

have faced a situation where we had to

maintaining our priorities of safety,

push ourselves past our comfort zone,

the environment, and the community.

problem solve under extremely difficult

Be it on site, or in a boardroom, I saw

conditions and simply make things

first-hand project staff working long

happen.

hours to find new and creative ways

It’s Pennecon’s commitment to

to resolve problems and exceed client

Larry Puddister,

expectations.

Executive Chairman

exceeding expectations that cultivates
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Sincerely,

our first-rate reputation and ensures

As you read through this Pennecon

our success. I don’t have to look any

Talk, I’m sure many of you will think of

further than our recent milestones

moments where you or a fellow co-

at the Amherst Island Wind Power

worker showcased innovative thought.

Project. Those who have worked on

Innovation can be any idea that

this project are all too familiar with

improves productivity, reduces costs,

its unique challenges, such as remote

makes us more competitive, improves

location, harsh rainy climate, and

our reputation or establishes a new

challenging regulatory requirements.

partnership. Don’t let these moments

But we are recognized as “tough job

pass by without recognition. Celebrate

specialists” for a reason. We deliver the

them and more importantly, share

best on every single job.

them!

BRAND UPDATE

SOCIAL
CHANNELS
Are on you LinkedIn? If so, you
might need to update your job
title! LinkedIn is a social network
specifically designed for career
and business professionals to
connect. Site users can create
professional profiles where they
highlight their job experience,
education, and skills. If you
have a LinkedIn profile, double
check that your Pennecon
job title now reflects the new
Pennecon corporate structure.
Remove references to old
subdivisions and company names
(i.e. Technical Services, M& M
Engineering) and implement our
newly branded division names:

BRAND LAUNCH EVENT
On May 11, 2018, approximately 200
people gathered at the Sheraton,
St. John’s to celebrate the launch of
Pennecon’s new brand. Showcased at
the event were Pennecon’s updated
logo, company structure and new
community partnership. This launch
coincided with a change in the
company’s ownership, following the
finalization of shareholder Larry
Puddister’s purchase of the shares
formerly owned by his late business
partner Ches Penney. This buy-out is
the first stage of a plan that will see
Pennecon transition to

employee-ownership. At the event,
Pennecon launched a partnership with
the Canadian Mental Health Association
(CMHANL) of Newfoundland and
Labrador and committed $250,000 to
the organization over a 5-year period.
Pennecon Executive Chairman Larry
Puddister and Kelsey Puddister of the
Jacob Puddister Memorial Foundation
were on hand to present a $250,000
cheque to CMHANL Executive Director
Dan Goodyear.

Heavy Civil, Industrial, Services &
Maintenance, and Marine.

BRAND FEEDBACK
Do you have a brochure that
needs updating or maybe you
have content that would work
great on our new website?
Please contact Corporate
Communications and let us know
if we can help with your branding
needs. Send questions and
feedback to:
brand@pennecon.com
Below: Newly branded Pennecon truck

INNOVATION

BEING A LEARNING ORGANIZATION
Outside of the fast-paced world of

the Payroll Compliance Practitioner

about their work, get sick less often,

technology and project deadlines,

Program and garner her professionally

maintain better relationships,

there are a number of internal factors

recognized PCP designation.

have fewer safety incidents and are
more creative and innovative.

that have helped to fuel innovation at
Pennecon. One of the most important

Lorne Bennett, Pennecon Corporate

of these is our investment in our
employees. Our employees are our
greatest resource and we continuously
strive to create a learning culture that
motivates and rewards, to create a
foundation for success at all levels.
Pennecon’s Educational Assistance
Policy offers support to employees
who wish to pursue educational
opportunities that will enhance their
job performance capabilities and
possibly improve opportunities for
professional advancement. The goal is
to give employees the opportunity to
extend their education, gain valuable

Human Resources Manager has seen
the benefits of supporting employee
education. “Whether in the classroom,
online or on the job, it’s important for
employees and managers to receive
professional development. Training
not only allows employees to gain
knowledge and develop new skills,
it also verifies and improves current
skill-sets. Furthermore, through these
opportunities, people can reflect on
how each of these new learnings can
be used in the workplace and in life.
Both Pennecon and the employee can
benefit from training and we encourage

industry certifications, designations

employees to discuss opportunities

and/or licenses, and hopefully reach

with their manager.” says Lorne.

their full potential.
An example of taking advantage of this
program, Pennecon employee Mary
Lynn Dalton was able to complete
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Getting my PCP helped me
tremendously with my transition
from Accounts Payable to
Payroll,” said Mary Lynn. “Also, it
just feels good when the people
you work for support and
encourage your professional
development. I ended up getting
one of the top marks in Canada
and received a bronze award
from The Canadian Payroll
Association Atlantic Region.
It was a great accomplishment!

Professional development and learning
engagement not only nurtures project
success, it also benefits employee
engagement. Research shows that
happy employees are more confident

To view Pennecon’s Educational
Assistance Policy, visit the Pennecon
Intranet, under the section Human
Resources – Policies.

IT HELP DESK

Topic: Booking a boardroom through Outlook

Did you know that when you send out a meeting invite, you can also
book the boardroom for the meeting?
That’s right! Booking a boardroom at any Pennecon location is as easy as 1,

2, 3.

1. Open up Outlook and select New Items-Meeting. This will open up a Meeting invite window, where you can
specify your meeting invitees.

2. To specify what boardroom you need, click on “To” and the Pennecon address book will open. Scroll down
until you find the boardroom you need. Double click on the boardroom’s name and select ok. When you select
“Scheduling Assistant” you can double check to see that your selected boardroom is available on the date and
time specified. Click ok.

3. In your meeting invite, you can now see that in the Location text box – the boardroom is specified.
Simply finalize your invite and hit Send. That’s it!
Once your meeting invite has been sent, you should receive an email notification that your boardroom
booking was successful. If you have questions regarding this or any other IT related questions,
please contact – is@pennecon.com

PROJECT MILESTONES

May 2018

June 2018

Amherst Island Update

Muskrat Falls Update

July 2018

Soldiers Pond Update

On May 24th, 2018, the hard working

In June 2018, the Barnard Pennecon

In July 2018, the Synchronous

team on Amherst Island successfully

team at Muskrat Falls set a new record

Condenser Facility project, as part of

and safely raised the last of 26 wind

for concrete placement. A staggering

the Lower Churchill Project celebrated

towers, marking a significant milestone

~42,000 m3 of concrete was placed

reaching 1 Million Work Hours without

for the Amherst Wind Project.

in the North Dam, which brought

incurring a Lost Time Accident (LTA)

Beginning in October 2017, this project

concrete placement to approximately

which equaled to more than 3 years

consistently showcased Pennecon’s

70% complete. The North Dam is

of safe work. While working at the

can-do attitude when faced with daily

being constructed using a high-density

Soldier’s Pond facility Pennecon

challenges. Other significant work

concrete, known as roller-compacted

Industrial executed and managed

completed on this project included

concrete (RCC). Unlike conventional

~400,000 of the 1 million LTA-free

360,000m3 of aggregate delivered to

concrete, RCC mix is drier and placed

hours. Work for the team consisted of

the island via barge, 22km of municipal

in a manner similar to road building.

the mechanical and electrical balance

road upgrades, and 6500 m3 of

The mix is spread by bulldozers, and

of the plant, as well site support

concrete placement.

then compacted by compaction rollers

services for the 200 person workforce

into a series of horizontal layers. Once

during the construction period.

complete, the North Dam will be in

Congratulations to Pennecon Industrial

excess of 400m long with a maximum

on this significant safety achievement!

elevation of about 39m, making it
one of the largest roller-compacted
concrete dams in Canada.

September 2018

It has been a season of milestones for

West White Rose Update

SDP, a general partnership between
SNC-Lavalin, Dragados and Pennecon,
the prime contractor for the West
White Rose concrete gravity structure
(CGS) project being constructed in
Argentia, NL. In August SDP celebrated
the first major concrete pour for
the project, followed shortly by the
completion of the base slab for the
122m diameter structure and in
October surpassed one million person
hours along with the start of the first
vertical concrete slip form operation.
More than 12,000m3 of concrete and
7,000 tons of rebar in the base slab sit
as the foundation for the remainder
of construction which will include
mechanical outfitting (MO) and several
more slip form operations to bring the
structure to its final height of 146m,
equivalent to a 35 story building.
The first slip form will require
approximately 1,000 trades persons
working around the clock in three
shifts. That number will peak at
approximately 1,500 for 2018 during
the second slip form operation, which
will bring part of the structure to a
height of 46m. When complete, the
CGS will consist of over 76,000 m3
of concrete and nearly 40,000 tons
of rebar and MO for a total weight of
approximately 210,000 tons.

BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT,
HERE AND BEYOND

Starting 50 years ago, Pennecon

We can now consider work located in a

region now has a renewed interest

began as a small paving company with

remote location or needing specialized

from the Canadian Government due to

operations localized on Newfoundland

skills. From the outside, these might

its untapped resources and long list of

and Labrador’s Avalon Peninsula.

seem like unconventional choices but

infrastructure needs. Recently,

Since then, we have expanded into

over time these partnerships have

Pennecon has become a member of

six provinces across Canada, and our

helped us gain tremendous project

the Arctic Infrastructure Alliance which

capabilities have diversified to include

experience and garner exposure on the

hopes to develop business relations

heavy civil, industrial, services &

international market.

between Canadian businesses looking

maintenance, and marine. This pattern

to do work in the Canadian Arctic with

of expanding our portfolio of work

Just recently Pennecon has begun to

The Kingdom of Denmark who have

has led us to new and exciting places

look at work opportunities in Guyana,

vast experience working in the Arctic.

and has fueled a new focus for our

a country on South America’s North

business development.

Atlantic coast. What makes Guyana

“I’m sure the Pennecon of 50 years ago

special is it’s the location of one

had no idea that in the future we would

In recent years we have begun to

of the world’s largest oil discoveries and

be looking at remote international

ambitiously look beyond industry

is currently a hotbed of activity. Many

locations to do business. But over

expectations and geographical

feel that there are unique similarities

the years Pennecon has developed a

boundaries. How did we do this?

between what is occurring in Guyana

diverse set of capabilities that can be

Well, in short, we think BIG. By

now and what NL experienced in the

used anywhere around the world,” says

forming partnerships like the Barnard

early days of its oil and gas industry.

Rod Mercer, Vice-President, Business

Pennecon Limited Partnership (BPLP)

By sharing these experiences, and

Development. “The development

and the SNC-Dragados-Pennecon

reaching out in partnership, there are

of potential partnerships between

General Partnership, Pennecon is able

possible opportunities for Pennecon to

various jurisdictions could serve

to bid and successfully win

make roads into this new market.

to build strong business relationships,

world-class mega projects, like Muskrat
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transfer technology, and develop skills.

Falls and the West White Rose Project.

Farther north, Pennecon has also been

These valuable partnerships increase

looking at possible opportunities in

our access to knowledge, skills,

the Canadian Arctic. Long been seen

experience and overall capacity.

as a problematic and isolated area, this

It’s a win-win for everyone involved.”

THE BEST SPOT AT NOIA

NOIA CONFERENCE - JUNE 18-21, ST. JOHN’S CONVENTION CENTRE
The annual NOIA Conference is one of Canada’s leading energy conferences, and for the past three years, Pennecon has held
a strong presence at the event with our impressive hospitability suite. This suite offers event guests an opportunity to rest or
network in our lounge area, use our charging station for cellphones or iPads, and grab a breakfast burrito to fuel their energy
over the three-day conference.

For years the NOIA
conference has given
Pennecon crucial
information on
trends and business
opportunities in the
NL oil and gas industry.
CHRISTIAN SOMERTON,

Vice President,
Services & Maintenance and Marine,
and Director, NOIA Board

TECHNOLOGY + PENNECON = INNOVATION2
When you think of the word innovation it’s common to think of advancements in technology
and although Pennecon is known mainly for moving dirt and building structures, behind the
scenes technology is playing an important role on all of our project sites.

INTELEX

Adapted in 2010 Intelex software has been keeping our worksites safe.

This robust software program helps multiple Pennecon teams facilitate safety, environmental and
quality management. Some of its primary features allow us to track safety data in real time and then
interpret this data, enabling us to see trends.
By equipping our staff with iPads, Intelex allows staff to report any safety mishaps or near misses on
a worksite (even in remote project sites) by entering information directly into the system. Over time
we can establish if there are any patterns in location, timing or circumstances, which helps us easily
identify, analyze and mitigate potential safety hazards/risks for the future.
Outside of safety issues, Intelex is also used by our environment and quality teams. Using it to
document processes, procedures, and responsibilities, Intelex helps ensure quality compliance and
best practices. It can easily manage, track and report all of our environmental metrics, streamline
environmental incident reporting, and facilitate compliance. And as an added bonus, it allows us to
decrease paperwork and our overall environmental footprint.

RFID SCANNING

Due to

the unique conditions of the Amherst Island Project, keeping track
of site workers was a technical challenge for our IT and Safety team.
By implementing a Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) scanning
system, site workers could easily scan themselves on and off the island
which lets us know who is on and off the project site, which is critical
information during an emergency situation.
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LIGHTNING DETECTION

Pennecon has a

long history of working in some of the most challenging environments and our work on the Amherst
Island Windfarm Project was no different. Due to the scale and height of the windfarm towers, workers
on site were expected to work at extreme heights. Complicating these conditions were weather
patterns, in particular lighting. Our IT team implemented a weather tracking system that allowed us
to track weather patterns and easily detect if lightning was in the area. Weather alerts were then
communicated to all staff via text, voice or email using the island alert system (TELEMATIC). This entire
system allowed for an immediate response and kept all our workers safe. Due to the success of this
system, it is now being utilized on the Muskrat Falls Project.

MESSAGE FROM THE
CEO

How to Promote
Creativity
and Innovation
Innovation is a word commonly heard in

any employee to feel connected to where

of collaboration is competition. When

the business world and it’s something

they work and be “at home”. Invite input, be

team members understand how to have

we are all trying to achieve as the pace

an active listener, allow for both good and

a healthy debate and share their opinions

and expectations of our business grows.

bad ideas to be freely expressed. But don’t

openly, competition becomes a catalyst for

But what is innovation really? Why is it

just stop there. Once a suggestion is taken,

innovation and improvement. Additionally,

important? And how as business leaders

keep people in the loop and let them know

our employees should compete not just

can we promote it at all levels of Pennecon?

how their idea added value. Give them an

with each other, they should compete

opportunity to own their success.

against their previous efforts. Help your

Innovation is simply putting into action an

staff set goals and raise the bar each year to
outdo their past performance.

for an individual, a company, a customer

Empower employees to make decisions
and remove red tape

or society as a whole! At Pennecon we look

It’s natural in a corporate culture to let

Set the example

to innovate on multiple levels - from our

organizational charts and business policies

processes and technologies, how we do

There’s an old saying about the difference

define the decision making processes

business with local and international clients

between a manager and a leader,

from top to bottom. This obviously has

and even how we present ourselves to the

“Managers do things right. Leaders do

its merits and in certain situations it is

world. We want to set the bar and then we

the right things.” As a leader, part of your

absolutely necessary, but it’s up to us to

want to surpass it.

job is to inspire the people around you to

recognize those instances where allowing

push themselves and, in turn, Pennecon

employees to make decisions may actually
As leaders, the challenge is to create a

to greatness. To do this, you must show

increase productivity and erase the slow

workplace where innovation becomes a

them the way by doing it yourself. Don’t

pace caused by red tape. On worksites, it’s

seamless aspect of our corporate culture –

just demand innovation, offer it. Taking

common to encounter problems that need

where progressive ideas are the norm. But

the initiative and actively searching for

immediate decisions. By implementing

how do we do that?

solutions rather than problems are all traits

levels of authorization, you give other

that separate good leaders from great ones.

idea that creates value. This value could be

people on the team the capacity to respond
Give employees a reason to care

to challenges, approve decisions and

Ultimately, at the core of innovation is our

implement solutions.

Sincerely,

people. To get the best from an employee
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you must give them a reason to care.

Rethink competition

Offering positive feedback, freedom of

With such a large workforce at Pennecon,

thought, and rewards can help motivate

collaboration and teamwork are

and push an employee to step beyond their

fundamental to our success but an

David Mitchell

comfort zones. As well, it’s important for

important and sometimes missed aspect

CEO

EMPLOYEE PROFILE

Brad MacRae
How long have you worked with
Pennecon and what positions have
you held?

What do you like most about
working at Pennecon?

I started working for Pennecon’s

with many disciplines, it still has that

Hydraulic Systems Team on June

small scale touch to it. Everyone is

8, 2015. I was hired as a Design

accessible and everyone genuinely

Production Manager and since October

cares about your success. I can pick up

of 2016 I’ve been working as the

the phone at any time and reach out

Operations Manager.

to whomever I think can help me and

What’s your fondest memory or
most memorable moment with
Pennecon?

Although Pennecon is a large company

there’s never an issue.

Brad MacRae
Operations Manager

Department of National Defence (DND)

What do you think is the
most important value of any
organization?

a few years ago and it went really well.

I think this goes hand in hand with the

It was well planned and everything

previous question. When you have a

came together just as we had hoped.

team of employees that care about the

We had some challenges along the

company’s reputation, success and

way, but we were aware that those

growth, that can become a powerful

As a child, what did you want to be
when you grew up?

challenges were going to be in front of

machine. I’ve only been with Pennecon

I think as most kids this changed from

us. I think recognizing and identifying

for three years but I do see that

time to time. Being a Canadian boy, I

what we needed to do to be successful

element of care with the people I work

of course wanted to play in the NHL,

was key and the project went along

with.

obviously that never happened. I

We had a large scale project with the

very well. At the end of the project the
numbers were where we wanted them
and the customer was really pleased
with the outcome.

grew up on a beef farm so I was really
What inspires you?
Growth. I love the idea of continuing
to grow the company and trying to
recognize what opportunities are
available to us. This isn’t easy, very
challenging really.

a hands on kid. Coming out of high
school I thought carpentry would be
a good fit for me but our high school
guidance councilor pushed me to try
engineering and that’s basically how I
became an engineer.

A Member of the Platinum Club
Earlier this year Pennecon achieved Platinum Club status with the Canada’s
Best Managed Companies program by retaining its Best Managed
designation for seven consecutive years. This prestigious awards program
is one of the country’s leading business awards, recognizing Canadian
owned and managed companies for innovative, world-class business
practices. Every year, hundreds of entrepreneurial companies compete for
this designation in a rigorous and independent process that evaluates the
calibre of their management abilities and practices. Cheers to each and
every person who helped Pennecon reach this significant milestone!

COMMUNITY UPDATE

HELPING OUT THE SINGLE PARENTS ASSOCTIONS

LANTERN FESTIVAL
Pennecon’s Environmental Manager Deidre Puddister
and daughter Alexa Kay Williams were on hand to accept
a special Pennecon lantern from organizers of the
annual Victoria Park Lantern Festival. Pennecon was a
proud sponsor of this year’s colorful community event.
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Pennecon employees Dana Hawco and Shanna O’Keefe recently presented the
Single Parent Association of Newfoundland and Labrador (SPAN) a cheque for
$1000 to support the work they do in our communities. SPAN attends to the
needs of over 24,000 single parents in the province by offering food, clothing
and other essential services.

SPCA DONATION

MARSH CLEANUP

PENNECON CEO AT APEC

Breaking mews! Pennecon will be the official
sponsor of the new “Pennecon Communal
Cat Room” at the SPCA, St. John’s location.
This communal area will be a place where
kittens and cats can socialize with each
other, with staff, volunteers and members
of the public while in the care of the SPCA.
Pictured: Sarah Puddister with SPCA staff.

In June 2018, Pennecon participated in the
Northeast Avalon Atlantic Coastal Action
Program cleanup of Lundrigan’s Marsh, a
marsh that borders the Pennecon Industrial
property on Logy Bay Road. Our dedicated
group of volunteers helped pick up litter
and plant flowers in and around this unique
and protected marsh area.

Pennecon CEO David Mitchell recently
spoke at the Atlantic Province’s Economic
Council (APEC) event - Major Projects 2018.
This annual event focused on “Technology
and Innovation in Major Projects” and
showcased how local companies are
developing innovative solutions that are
transforming the way companies operate.

SHIFTING GEARS

INCREASING MENTAL HEALTH AWARENESS IN NL
Shifting Gears is a charitable car

Taking place at Eastbound Park, car

“Several Pennecon employees worked

show and drag race in memory of

lovers were treated to an afternoon

tirelessly to plan and coordinate

Jacob Puddister. This event honour’s

filled with fast drag races and a car

this event, and many others gave up

Jake’s legacy and celebrates his life by

show of over 100 sport and antique

their weekend to help us make the

bringing together his love for cars and

cars. Children jumped around in a

event a success. It means a lot to me

racing, his strong and altruistic desire

bouncy castle, and music lovers were

personally and I am forever grateful for

to help those in need, and his battle

able to dance the night away as a long

their contribution.”

with mental illness. Beyond being

list of NL musicians entertained the

a fun day for the entire family, the

crowd of approximately 2000 people.

To learn more about the Jacob

annual event works to raise awareness

Talent on hand were MC Mark Critch,

Puddister Memorial Foundation,

and funds for youth mental health in

Bic and the Ballpoints, Masterless Men,

visit their Facebook page:

Newfoundland and Labrador.

Irish Descendants, Celtic Connection

https://www.facebook.com/
TheJacobPuddisterMemorialFoundation/

and Shanneygannock. Closing out
“The stigma associated with mental

the event was a spectacular display of

health continues to prevent people

Pennecon donated fireworks that lit up

in our local communities from getting

the sky.

the care that is available to them,”
says Kelsey Puddister, sister of Jacob

“I would personally like to send thanks

and Director of the Jacob Puddister

to everyone who volunteered their

Memorial Foundation. “Our goal is to

time, donated to the cause or attended

increase the mental health resources

the event,” says Larry Puddister,

available to youth in Newfoundland

Pennecon Executive Chairman.

and Labrador and foster communities
where people can feel more
comfortable asking for help.”

Pennecon is a leading provider of integrated solutions across a diverse
portfolio of capabilities: heavy civil, industrial, services & maintenance,
and marine. From breaking new ground to commissioning and ongoing site
maintenance, we deliver the best solutions, service and quality at every
stage of the project. Powered by a diverse team, from coast to coast across
Canada, we are united by our passion and determination to deliver results
on the most complex jobs and challenging environments.
Please forward your suggestions, comments and questions to Dana Hawco
via email: dana.hawco@pennecon.com

